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the style files

PBI speaks to the area’s most knowledgeable sources for beauty, fashion, entertaining
and home dEcor. BY LOLA THéLIN
When it comes to getting the job done right, it’s best to go to an expert. They offer practical
tips, realistic advice and already have tested products in the real life. PBI spoke to four locals that
are gurus in their fields. Simon Doonan dishes on clothes, designers and accessories. Tim Quinn
reveals his concealer tricks and beauty must-haves. Celerie Kemble divulges her favorite furniture
shops, and Carrie Hanna describes her version of the perfect party.

redefining Rooms
Celerie Kemble

High-profile Interior Designer
TICKLE ME PINK “I love a beautiful pink room.

WORLDLY FINDS For far-flung objects, Celerie

People don’t realize that a very pale pink is

browses the tables at the Marché aux Puces in

actually a neutral.” For a great pink shade,

Paris, the Olympia Fine Art & Antiques Fairs in

Celerie suggests Farrow & Ball’s Pink Ground.

London, and of course, flea markets.

PAINT 101 Celerie has several picks for high-

Soul Glow The easiest way to spruce a

quality colors such as Benjamin Moore and

room is to relight it. Celerie suggests adding

Pantone color books, and to color match, she

vegetation to the room and putting up lights in

uses Fine Paints of Europe. When she needs a

the base of the tree. For beautiful lights, visit

custom paint color, she works with Christopher

straydogdesigns.com, and New York City’s Alpha

Rollinson Design in New York City.

Workshops and 145 Antiques, she advises.

PERFECT PIECES For furniture that can hold

SIMPLY USEFUL “Wonderful trays are great.

its own in decor, Celerie visits Antique Row’s

Mary Mahoney carries wonderful vintage and

Harris Kratz, Lars Bolander and Dolce Antiques,

new trays. They look pretty on a bureau or in

and Mecox Gardens in Palm Beach. When she’s

your bathroom, and they make great gifts too.”

french chandelier,
harris kratz

not custom making her own furniture or buying
from trade sources, she lists Hickory Chair and

SUPPORT ARTISTS Celerie admires young,

Laneventure as furniture brands with great buys,

talented working artists such as Natasha Law,

and always shops online at 1stdibs.com.

Steven Sclaroff and husband-and-wife team
David Larned and Sarah Lamb.

BETWEEN THE SHEETS Celerie uses bed
clockwise, from top
left: artist natasha
law’s legs rose and
sitting h; sharyn blond
linens; artist david
larned’s mrs. piasecki;
c-thru 2 plaster lamp
by alpha workshops;
artist sarah lamb’s
peonies in silver vase;
ophelia lamp by stray
dog designs; leontine
linens; jo malone
candle.
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sheets and linens from Sharyn Blond Linens,

life outside For outdoor furniture, Celerie

Leron, Dea or Leontine Linens for comfort and

favors her mother Mimi McMakin’s Palm Beach

style in the bedroom.

Collection for Laneventure. “You can really

alexandra side
chair, hickory
chair

hunker down in the [seats] and read.”
Scent-sation “Jo Malone. I am crazy about
their candles; grapefruit is my favorite scent.”

WALLPAPER YOUR WORLD “When I was starting
out, I wish they’d told me to wallpaper my walls.

MAGICAL MOTIFS For patterns, Madeline

It makes the most dramatic impact in a room.

Weinrib Atelier, John Robshaw Textiles and

Find a wallpaper you love and put it up in your

Ankasa carry vibrant pillows and rugs as does

entry or kitchen, a room that you don’t have to

Rosemary Hallgarten and Vanderhurd.

coordinate with existing things.”
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Lucien Capehart

Right: hampton
sun serious
shimmer cooling spray
below: shu
uemura skin
purifier

Best in beauty

TALES OF A PARTY

Giorgio Armani celebrity face designer

cookbook author, event planner

SHEER DELIGHT “Rose gold is one of my

GIFT BEARER “A gift has the most impact when

favorite shades and the most versatile for

you find something that is a ‘favorite’ of the host,

almost any skin type. In general, fair skinned

whether it’s wine, food or a specially scented

women look best in cooler shades like pastels,

item,” says Carrie. For a dinner party, consider

Tim Quinn

Carrie Hanna

whereas medium to dark complexions look best

giving Hans Turnwalk napkin holders. If the host
DEEP CLEAN Kiehl’s Pineapple Papaya scrub is a

is a good friend, offer a gift from your home that

personal favorite of Tim’s, who uses it a few times

the host doesn’t have everyday access to, such

TOUCH UP It might not be a traditional concealer

a week. “It’s gentle and gently exfoliates the skin,

as fresh lemons or herbs from a garden.

but the YSL Touche Éclat is a beauty must-have.

leaving it refreshed and clean.”

in warm Mediterranean tones.”

TABLE DESIGN When setting the table, use

It comes in several tones, adds slight coverage
and illuminates and brightens the skin.

ON THE GO For a quick cleanup, Tim uses Garnier

what you already have. Carrie mixes it up with

Nutri-Pure Cleansing Towelettes. “They’re in a

white coral-pattern plates from Z Gallerie, square

À LA CARTE Let creativity flow when it comes

SO FRESH For an everyday cleanser, Tim loves

portable, resealable package and are fantastic for

Joseph Abboud plates from Bloomingdale’s and

to place cards. Offer items that guests can

Shu Uemura Skin Purifier. “It’s so fantastic

removing makeup and cleansing the skin.”

Williams-Sonoma’s La Mer Apilco Sealife plates.

take home, such as Godiva chocolates, holiday

For fun accents, use coconut cups from Hobe

ornaments or old, funny photos of the guests.

because there is one for every skin type, and
it effectively removes makeup without stripping

BLEMISH BE GONE Kiehl’s Blue Herbal Spot

the oils from the skin.”

Treatment is fantastic for quickly eliminating

left to right: yves
saint laurent touchE Éclat; kiehl’s
Pineapple papaya
facial scrub;
giorgio armani
sheer blush #10;
garnier nutri-pure
cleansing towelettes.

Sound’s Coconut King.
THE BUBBLY BAR Offer two varieties of

redness, says Tim. “In a pinch you can also use

ASSIGNED SEATING Keep the conversations

Champagne, such as Laurent-Perrier Cuveé

use Visine as a quick fix to reduce redness.”

afloat by arranging guests by party personalities.

Rosé and Veuve Clicquot to ensure everyone’s

“Sometimes it’s best to put two talkers together,

liking. To set a fun party tone, always have a

TIDY UP Don’t skip out on a toner; it helps

doctors together or people who, say, love to

full open bar and have the bartender create a

rebalance your skin’s pH, particularly if you have

travel. Better to find a common thread among

signature cocktail for your guests.

oily skin. A great option is Lancôme’s Bright

your guests than to assume opposites attract.”

Expert Intense Brightening Toner.

JAMMING OUT Carrie starts the evening with
lively guitar music during cocktail hour to amp

SCULPTED CHEEKS “I recommend applying

up the energy, followed by a mix of hits and

blush using a blush brush. Place the brush on the

classics during dinner, and segues into dance

apple of the cheek and flick outwards toward the

and party music at the end of the night. “Avoid

hair. [Giorgio Armani] sheer blush #10 is a rose

the slow, moody or melancholy; it’ll put your

gold tone and looks well on most complexions.”

guests to sleep.”

sun worship Tim uses Hampton Sun Serious

SMALL BITES “My all-time favorite appetizer,

Shimmer Cooling Spray “Bronze” to achieve

Avocado Bruschetta, is from my cookbook,

smooth, silky skin. The body mist hydrates the

Florida’s Backyard. It’s a crowd pleaser.”

skin with aloe vera, chamomile, and vitamins A
and E.

SWEET TOOTH No dessert is more pleasing than
Julia Child’s classic chocolate mousse served
with freshly whipped cream, Carrie claims.
CHEAT SHEET “Take something off your to-do
list by buying from a great gourmet shop like
Carmine’s, American Gourmet, Whole Foods
or GreenWise. When I need a fun but simple
dessert, I’ll pick up cupcakes from DD’s Cupcake
Shoppe in Jupiter.”
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clockwise from
above left: CHOCOLATE MOUSSE;
la mer plates,
Williams-sonoma;
laurent-perrier
rosé champagne;
coconut cups, Coconut King; coral
plates, z gallerie.

Roxanne Lowit

Dan and Corina Lecca

Fabulous fashions
Simon Doonan

creative Director of Barneys New York
LIVIN’ IT UP For a night on the town, Simon
suggests wearing a wacky ’80s vintage frock, a

Dan and Corina Lecca

Lanvin outfit or choosing an Alber Elbaz work of art.
For shoes, “Manolo Blahnik is still the grooviest. He
never gets ugly.” If you need a classic ensemble,
wear some Chanel but not too much. “I do not
believe in getting too classic and timeless. You can

far left and
center: thom
browne designs.
left: the barneys new york
collection.
Terry Richardson

end up looking like a prison guard.”
COCKTAIL CHIC “The Barneys New York Collection—
do not call it a private label!—is so chic and cocktailish in a Mad Men 1960s kind of way.”
words to live by “Support Christian Lacroix!”
to a black-tie event. “I like to get dressed for my
WINTER FRILLS This winter, beat the cold with a

own amusement and try not to obsess about what

Balenciaga camel coat. “The graphic, tough, hired-

other people might think.”

assassin looks from Alexander Wang really float my
LIVE, BREATHe, ENJOY “Fashion is a spectator

boat, too.”

sport. Soak it up! You don’t have to become a slave
BUCKLE UP For Simon, belts should either be

to fashion to enjoy the parade. If [a woman] uses

insanely simple or wildly complicated. “Anything in

fashion as a form of creative self-expression, she will

between is tragic.”

always be at the top of her game.”

À LA MOI When it’s time to dress himself, Simon’s

WORKS EVERY TIME Simon’s five must-have items

favorite labels are Band of Outsiders, Thom Browne

for a stylish lady: black suede pumps, a bejeweled

for tailored clothing and Gucci for shoes. If Simon is

caftan, a Lanvin purse, a black cocktail frock and a

having a hip-hop moment, he’ll wear white sneakers

pair of white capri pants or jeans.
THRILL OF THE HUNT For Simon, vintage items

clockwise, from left: a
christian dior strapless
dress from decades in los
angeles; alexander wang
fashions; nars’ heat wave
(red) and schiap (pink)
lipsticks.

from Claire McCardell or Rudi Gernreich are musts.
“Cameron Silver [of Decades] in L.A. has gorgeous
gowns, and he is so knowledgeable.”
lip lock “A good Nars lipstick can get you out of
any scrape.”
OPTICAL ILLUSION “Everyone seems to think Ed
Hardy is trashy but I love it, especially the sunglasses.
Totally Liberace!”
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bottom: gucci
shoe; band of
outsiders designs.

